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I. Introduotion 

Developing countries are now at the threshold of the so called "development decade".l 

The outlook is promising but it is wishful thinking to underrate the immense and pressing 

difficulties. Developing countries must accelerate and diversify their economic development 

urgently if they are to attain momentum for self-sustained growth in the coming decade. To 

facilitate this, developed countries should voluntarily help to initiate the "big push" for develop-

ing countries for the mutual benefit and progress of both groups of countries. It was in 

order to invent and accomplish efficient measures for expanding trade of developing countries, 

that the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development was held in March-June, 1964. 

Whether increase in trade or increase in aid is the more urgent for developing countries 

may be debated. It seems, however, that aid is a necessary precondition to increasing their 

capacity to trade, and their trade strength in world markets. Both trade expansion and aid 

are urgently needed. 

Since she depends heavily on the markets of developing countries,2 Japan (a country 

which must trade to live) has a vital interest in the steady econornic development of Southeast 

Asia and other developing regions and the expansion thereby of their external purchasing 

power. Furthermore, political unrest and disillusionment among" developing countries, par-

ticularly in neighbouring regions, create anxieties in Japan. Hence, Japan takes a keen interest 

in development assistance and has been doing her utmost in extending both financial and 

technical assistance to developing countries despite various limitations on her own resources. 

The present paper attempts, firstly, to review briefiy what Japan has done in extending 

foreign aid. Secondly, Japan's aid policies are critically examined in order to find lessons 

from experiences, either from success or failure. Thirdly, an attempt is made to assess what 

Japan should do and how she could improve her foreign aid policy. And fourthly, it is 

stressed that a wider international cooperation among advanced countries in framing foreign 

aid policies is urgently needed. 

II. Performances of Japan's Foreign Aid 

Among advanced nations of the world, Japan was rather late in coming back to the in-

ternational scene after World War II. It took years for her to recover from disastrous war 
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devastation，and　only　since　recovery　and　the　gradual　normalization　of　her　extemal　political

relati・nhasshebeenablet・tumherattenti・nt・f・reignaidactivities．

　　　The　first　memorable　event　in　the　history　of　Japan’s　extemal　economic　cooperatlon　was

its　participation　in　the　Colombo　Plan　as　a　donor　country　aHts　sixth　Consultative　Committee

Meeting　in　Ottawa　in　October1954・This　meant　the　beginning　on　the　part　of　Japan　of　pro・

perly　organized　technical　cooperation　activities　with　East　and　Southeast　Asian　countries　within

the　intemational　framework．In　order　to　make　best　use　of　our　limited　economic　capacity，

o皿economic　aid　started　with　technical　cooperation，

　　　Overseas　investment　and　loans，which　started　in　early1955，were　very　modest　in　the

beginning　but　their　scale　has　become　sizeable　since1956．Japan’s　economic　cooperation

entered　into　a　new　stage　with　the　extension　of＄50million　worth　of“yen　credit”to　India　in

1958for　her　Second　Five　Year　Plan．This　Ioan　was　extended　by　the　Export－lmport　Bank　of

Japan　directly　to　the　govemment　of　India　on　the　basis　of　an　agreement　between　the　two

90vemmentS。

　　　In　March1960Japan　jolned　the　DAG（Development　Assistance　Group），which　is　now

known　as　the　DAC（Development　Assistance　Committee）of　the　OECD（Organization　for

Economic　Coopelation　and　Development）since　October1961，

　　　To　supplement　the　activities　of　the　Export－lmport　Bank　of　Japan，the　Overseas　Economic

Cooperation　Fund　was　created　in　March1961，which　provides　loans　on　easier　terms　for　more

risky　projects　in　developing　countries．　1n　both　the　Bank　and　the　Fund，available　capital　fund

has　been　steadily　increased　and　now　stands　at124．3billion　yen（＄345．3million）and16．5billion

yen（＄46，9million）respectively．Also，i五June1962，the　Overseas　Technical　Cooperation

Agency　was　established　to　carry　out　Japan’s　technical　cooperation　activities．Thus，steps　have

been　taken　steadily　to　promote　our　economic　and　technical　cooperation　activities．

　　　Since　Japan　joined　the　Colombo　Plan　in1954，Japan’s　economic　an（i　technical　cooperation

has　expallded　rapidly．　The　total　How（net）of　her　nnancial　resources，o伍cial　as　well　as　private，

to　developing　countries　and　multilateral　agencies　was　only＄15million　as　the　annual　average

of1950－55，but　it　increased　to＄371milhon　in1961．Japan　ranks　now舳h－after　the　United

States，France，the　United　Kingdom　and　Germany－among　the　donor　countrles　of　the　free

wOrld　in　the　tOtal　amOUnt　Of　aSSiStanCe．

　　　Japan’s　economic　coopelat1on　activities　may　be　broadly　divided　into　two　categories；

丘nancialαid　and　technical　aid．　Financial　aid　in　tum　can　be　classified　into　three　types：

namely，grants，loans　and　private　investment．Contribut1ons　to　intemational　agencies　for

development　assistance　may　be　dealt　with　separately．

F∫παπ‘fαZ　A55∫5孟αn‘8

C7α窺5・Japan’s　annual　reparation　payments　obligations　now　average＄70million；＄25million

to　the　Philippines，＄20million　each　to　Burma　and　Indonesia，and＄4．5million　to　Vietnam．

In　addition，she　has　agreed　to　extend　grants　to　Laos　and　Cambodia　in　pursuance　of　the

agreements　for　economic　and　technical　cooperation　concluded　with　these　countries，Similar

arrangements　were　made　with　Thailand　in1962in　connection　with　the“special　yen”problem．

Furthermoτe，in　the　event　of　the　conclusion　of　negotiations　with　Korea，Japan　is　likely　to

extend　grants　of　a　substantial　or（丑er　to　that　country．

　　　Certainly　reparations　are　not　ald　but　an　obligation．However，reparations　and　reparation・
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1ike　grants　have　been　utilized　effectively　to　promote　and　accelerate　the　economic　development

of　the　receiving　countries．By　the　end　of　November1963，Japan　had　paid　approximately

＄461million　out　of　her　total　obligations　amounting　to＄1，019mi11ion．It　should　be　noted

that　most　of　the　reparatlons　has　been　made　in　the　form6f　capital　goods　and　incidental

services　which　were　used　to　establish　and　develop　directly　productive　activities　in　Southeast

Asiancountries・Agoodexamplemaybetheconstructionofa84，000kwhydro・e互ectric
power　statlon　at　Balu－chang　in　Burma．Sixty　percent　of　the　total　cost　of　this　project　was

covered　by　repamtion　payments．It　was　completed　in1960and　has＆1most　doubled　the　existing

electric　generating　capacity　in　the　country．　Similar　contributions　are　to　be　found　in　other

reCeiving　COUntrieS．

　　　Partly　because　of　the　heavy　burden　of　reparations　payments　on　our　economy　and　partly

because　of　Japan’s　limited　capacity　to　aid，any　other　grants，except　contributlons　through

technical　cooperation，have　been　quite　limited，

Loαπ‘躍4Cr8漉ム　Loans　and　credits　extended　by　Japan　can　be　divided　into　two　categories；

those　based　on　inter・governmental　arrangements　and　those　carried　out　in　the　form　of　private

export　credlts．Further，there，are　two　types　of　credit　extended　on　an　inter－govemmental

basis；4ガ解‘彦loαη50f　public　funds　to　the　recipient　govemment　and伽65げ‘紹4露approving

ln　advance　supplier’s　credit　up　to　a　certain　amount（on　the　terms　and　conditions　as　agreed

upon　between　the　Japanese　and　the　recipient　govemment）．

　　　Govemmental　loans　have　been　extended　to　India，Pakistan，Brazil，Paraguay　and　Vietnam，

and　lines　of　credits　to　India，Pakistan，the　Philippines，Indonesia，United　Arab　Republic　and

a　few　other　countries．Largest　govemmental　loans　are　the“yen　credits”to　India，totalling

＄210million　on40ccasions；to　Pakistan，totalling＄75million　on　three　occasions；an（1to

Brazil，amounting＄17．5million，a　part　of　helping　the　establishment　of　the　Minas　steel　mill．

By　the　end　of1963，the　total　of　govemmental　loans　amounted　to＄314million．

　　　In　order　to　promote　private　export　credits，which　are　most　necessary　in　order　to　increase

our　exports　of　plant，capital　equipment，ships，etc．，on　a　long・term　credit　basis，the　govem・

ment　nnances，in　part，the　suppher’s　credits　mainly　through　the　Export・lmport　Bank　of　Japan．

This　is　needed　as　the　rates　of　interest　prevaihng　in　Japan’s　capital　market　are　so　high　that

the　Japanese　suppl玉ers　of　capital　equipments　and　machinery　can　hardly　be　expected　to　extend

credits　to　overseas　buyers　out　of　money　obtained　from　private　sources，

　　　The　outstanding　amount　of　Japanese　credits，the　total　govemmental　loans，1ines　of　credit

and　export　credits　amounted　to＄667．1million　at　the　end　of　September，1963（see　Table1）．

Though　they　include　a　considerable　volume　of　lending　on　commerc玉al　terms，they　contributed

effectively　to　the　dhrectly　productive　activity　of　developing　countries．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　TABLE1．JAPANEsE　CREDITs　To　LEss・DEvELoPED　AREAs
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（as　of　the　end　of　September1963in　millions　of　U．S。dollars）

Outstanding　Balance

South．east　Asia

atin　America

iddle　East

thers

315．1

85．5

8．7
7
．
8

Tota1 667．1
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P冠u厩81nη65枷6π6．Japaゴs　private　investments　in　developing　countries　mainly　comprise　direct

investment　such　as　a　joint　venture　or　the　establishment　of　a丘rm　financed　entirely　by　Japanese

capital，while　portfolio　investment　is　very　limited．Private　direct　investment　ls　facilitated　and

encouraged　by　the　government　through　the　provision　of　public　funds　from　the　Export・lmport

Bank　of　Japan　or　the　Overseas　Economic　Cooperation　Fund，the　investment　principal　insurance

and　investment　pro6t　insurance　schemes　operated　and6nanced　by　the　govemment．

　　　　Japan’s　direct　investment　in　developing　countries　amomts　to邸376．8million．Of　this　more

than　a　third　is　directed　to　Latln　America　and　a　third　to　the　Middle　East．Private　investment

to　Southeast　Asia　amounted　to＄85million　in1963．That　is　smaller　than　the　amount　going

to　Latin　America　and　the　Middle　East，but　it　has　recently　grown　rapidly，having　doubled　ln

the　last　three　years（see　Table2）．The　recent　increase　is　due　to　an　improvement　in　the

inyestment　chmate　of　certain　Asian　countries　towards　welcoming　foreign　capital　and　technology，

which　would　contribute　to　their　productive　capacity，With　a　view　to　encouraging　investment

in　Southeast　Asia，Japan　has　concluded　treaties　of　friendship　and　commerce　with　Pakistan，

the　Philipl）ines，India　and　Malaya．Double　taxation　agreements　with　India，Pakistan，Singapore

and　Thailand　are　also　expected　to　be　conducive　to　Japanese　investment　in　these　countries．

TABLE2．　JAPANEsE　DIREcT　OvERsEAs　INvEsTMENT　IN
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　LESS・DEvELOPED　AREAS

（as　of　the　end　of　September1963in　millions　of　U．S，doliars）

Outstanding

South．east　Asia

atin　America

iddle　East

thers

85．2

48．6

37．4
5
．
6

Total 376．8

　　　Tabie3shows　some　interesting　characteristics　of　Japanese　private　overseas　investment．

A　high　investment　per　project　is　limited　to　mining，steel　and　machinery　industries，while　in

other　industries　a　large　number　of　small　scale　projects　are　established．A　large　proportion

of　investment　is　concentrated　in“Arabian　Oil（Kuwait）”，“Minas　Steel　Mil1（Brazi1）”，and

“lshikawajima－Harima　Shipbuilding（Brazil）”．If　the　three　big　projects　are　excluded，all　the

resHs　small　scale　industry，This　indicates　also　the　fact　that，except　for　those　two　countries，

our　private　investments　have　spread　in　all　underdeveloped　areas，particularly　in　Southeast

Asia，and　are　fairly　large　in　number　though　relatively　small　in　size．

　　　　Table3also　reHects　Japaゴs　economic　interests．Mining　is　largest　both　by　the　number

and　the　value　of　investment　projects．Judging　by　the　number　of　projects，textiles，foods，

machinery，and　nshery　rank　next　to　mining　in　that　order．The　order　may　also．reflect　a

relative　ease　with　which　Japanese　firms　in　different　industries　have　been　able　to　invest　abroad

an（玉urgency　for　developing　countries　to　establishing　industries　of　different　kind．

7セ61η1∫‘α♂　ノ生55ゴ5‘αη‘8

　　　With　a　growing　recognition　of　the　importance　of　technical　assistance，Japanese　e狂orts　in

this6eld　have　not　only　rapidly　incre＆sed　in　volume　but　also　have　become　considerably　more

variedintype。
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TABLE 3. JAPANESE PRIVATE OVERSEAS INVESTMENT IN 
LESS-DEVELOPED AREAS BY PROJECT 

(as of the end of March 1963 in thousands of U. S, dol]ars) 

49 

Note : Figures include direct investment and porrfolio investment, and, therefore, differ 

in a small range from Table 2. 

Budgetary appropriations for bilateral technical assistance (excluding technical assistance 

under reparations agreements), a mere $36 thousand when technical cooperation started after 

Japan's accession to the Colombo Plan in 1954, have steadily been increased and stood at 

3.6 million dollars for 1962. 

In June 1962, the ' verseas Technical Cooperation Agency was established under the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs as the principal body for an integrated execution of technical 

assistance activities. 

The programmes and schemes now in operation cover four types ; receiving trainees, 

despatching technicians, overseas technical training centres and pre-investment surveys. 

Receiving of Trainees. Trainees are received under various schemes including the Colombo 

Plan Scheme, Technical Cooperation Scheme for the Middle East and Africa, Technical 
Cooperation Scheme for Latin America and U.S.-Japan Joint Third Country Training Pro-
gramme (see Table 4). We have received, Iargely from Southeast Asian countries, 5,335 

trainees from 1954 to the end of October 1963. The main fields of training they entered 

were agriculture and fishery (37.90/0), Iight manufacturing industry (9.80/0) and education (8.6010). 

Despatch of Technicians. The despatch of technicians is also undertaken under various 
schemes including the first three of the four just mentioned. The number of technicians sent 

to developing countries in the same period totalled 611, of which more than 800/0 were to 

Southeast Asian countries. Main fields of instruction were agriculture and fishery (43.80/0) 

and, Iight manufacturing industry (13.00/0). 
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF TRAINEES RECEIVED AND EXPERTS 
SENT OVERSEAS UNDER JAPANESE ASSISTANCE 

(April 1954-0ctober 1963) 

[F~bruary 

'l] includes the number of trainees received and experts sent under the ICA Third Country 

Program prior to the inception of the Joint Program in March 1960. 

Establishment of Overseas Technical Training Centres. Technical training centres in develop-

ing countries are a more recent introduction to the aid programme, for which budgetary 

appropriation was first made in 1958, Under the scheme it is the general practice for Japan 

to provide instructors and equipment and other necessary materials for training, while the 

site and building are provided by the recipient country. Nine centres of this kind have 

already been opened, three in India, two in Thailand, and one each in Pakistan, Ceylon, 

Afghanistan and lran. Three more centres are to be opened within a year or two, one each 

in Pakistan, Brazil and Ghana. The establishment of two more centres is now under negotia-

tion with the Governments of Nigeria and Kenya. The scheme has so far been very success-

ful and now more attention is paid to achieving a quick hand-over of the operation of the 

centres from Japanese instructors to the local personnel. As shown in Table 5, our activities 

TABLE 5. TECHNICAL TRAINING CENTRES UINDER JAPANESE ASSISTANCE 
(as of June 1, 1963) 
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are mainly confined to small scale industries, agriculture, fishery and tele-communications in 

which Japan has long experience and technical advantages, 

Pre-investment Surveys. In the last few years it has increasingly been recognized that the 

absence or shortage of adequate technical skills and knowledge has not infrequently hampered 

less'developed countries from formulating appropriate and realistic development plans and 

programmes. 
Since 1958 we have been participating in the surveys of the Mekong River Development 

Programme. Furthermore new separate budgetary appropriations have been made since last 

year for "pre-investment surveys". This is a technical assistance of pre-investment type, carried 

TABLE 6. ALLOCATION OF JAPANESE GOVERNMENT FUNDS 
FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
(in thousands of U. S. dol]ars) 

*1 on a dlsbursement basis. 

*2 expenses incidental to training in Japan of 

Nations agencies and of national governments. 

*3 Replaced by Pre-investment survey scheme 

fellows under training programs of the United 

in 1962. 
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out free of charge, for exploring the feasibility of various projects, mostly those related to 

infrastructure, at the request of the developing countries (see Table 6). 

Contributions to Multilateral Aid Agencies 
Japan participates too in development assistance by international organizations and multi-

lateral agencies through contributions to these institutions. Japan has paid up $66.6 million, 

$20.7 million and $2.8 million to the IBRD, IDA and IFC respectively, and has also made 

contributions to the U,N. technical assistance programmes (see Table 7). 

TABLE 7. JAPAN'S CONTRIBUTIONS To MULTILATERAL AGENCIES 
(accumulated totals in thousands of 
U.S, dollars as of September, 1963) 

IBRD 
I FC 

I DA 

U.N. Special Fund 

EPTA 
Asian Productivity Organization 

66, 600 

2, 769 

20, 658 

3, 979 

1, 665 

260 

More0'ver, she has been active in supporting concerted cooperative action among indus-

trialized countries of the free world willing to share the task of extending development 

assistance to the developing nations in Asia, Africa and Latin America, In addition, she has 

participated in the DAC cooperating groups and consultative groups, organized under the 

sponsorship of the World Bank, on Nigeria, Colombia and a few other countries. 

To conclude this section with a summary of some principal points : Firstly, the total of 

foreign aid increased to $371 million in 1961 from $250 million in 1960 and reached I per cent 

of our national income. This increase was due to large credits in 1961 to the Minas Steel 

Mill (about $100 million) and the Arabian Oil (about $60 million). Because of the disap-

pearance of these large export credits, foreign aid in 1962 decreased again. 

TABLE 8. THE FLOW OF FINANCIAL SOURCES FROM JAPAN TO 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN 1961 AND 1962 

(net, million dollars) 
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　　　　Secondly，grants　have　been　con五ned　to　reparation　payments　and“yen　credits”are　not

large。This　means　that，even　if　reparations　are　included　in　foreign　aid．Japan’s　proper　aid　in

grants　are　quite　limited．

　　　　Thirdly7the　largest　nnancial　now　from　Japan　to　developing　countries（approximately

three　quarters）consisted　of　export　credits　and　private　investment，both　of　which　were　provided

from　Japan’s　commercial　interests　in　order　to　promote　exports　of　capital　goods　and　imports

of　some　raw　materials，particularly　mineral　fuels　and　metals，

　　　　Fourthly，both　technical　cooperation　and　multilateral　aid　are　limited　in　amount，On　these

Japan　might　weH　put　more　importance　and　emphasis．

IIL勘ss㈱∫㎜E珈仰9飢oθs

　　　　It　may　be　worthwhile　to　evaluate　critically　Japan’s　foreign　aid　in　the　hope　of　deducing

some　lessons　from　past　experiences：for　example，ln　what　kind　of　activities　and　why　Japan

was　either　successful　or　unsuccessful．

　　　　Firstly，as　has　been　explained　already，Japan’s　foreign　aid　in　a　broad　sense　mainly　com・

prises　export　credit　and　private　investment，with　which　Japan　assisted　two　types　of　projects

in　developing　countries：one　is　Iarge　projects　for　developing　mineral　fuels　and　metals　as　well

as　shipbuilding　industry，and　the　other　a　large　number　of　small　medium丘rms　of　labour

intensive　light　manufacturing　industries，Govemmental　loans（the“yen”credit）to　India　and

Pakistan　are　also　directed　to　large　projects，

　　　　In　the　field　of　large　projects，Japan’s　assistance　in　general　has　not　been　successful　and

still　confronts　such　difnculties　as　additional　investment　needed　because　of　ever　growing　infla－

tion，ine伍cient　labour　and　govemment，strong　labour　unions，etc．，in　recipient　countries．The

only　exception　is　the　Arabian　Oil　which　is　handled　wholly　under　Japanese　ow♂nership

and　management．Certainly　these　large　projects　are　risky　for　they　need　large　capital，longer

gestati・nperi・ds，andeveninv・1veadanger・fnati・nalizati・n。Japaneseinvest・rs，either

private　or　govemment，＆re　not　certain　whether　their　principal　and　pro丘ts　will　be　repaid．

Also　there　is　no　de6nite　insurance　measure　to　cover　long－term　credits　like　those　over　more

than100r15years．A　relative　failure　in　large　projects　may　require　the　need　for　intema－

tionalization　of　assistance　with　outright　grants（not　on　commercial　bases）．

　　　　On　the　other　hand，Japan’s　asslstance　to　the　smaller　projects　of　labour　intensive　hght

manufacturing　industries　and　fisheries　in　developing　countries　has　been　in　general　quite　suc・

cessfuL　They　work　fairly　e佑ciently　and　their　products　contribute　effectively　to　relieve　domestic

inHationary　pressure　and　even　to　develop　some　export　market，Their　success　ls　mainly　due

t・thel・ngJapaneseexperiencesandtechnic＆1advantagesinthese6eldsandals・partlydue
to　the　fact　that　these　light　manufactures　are　more　adequate　leading　industries　at　the　present

level　of　economic　development　in　developing　countries，although　some　countries　put　priority

on　heavy　and　chemical　industries，

　　　There　is　much　concem　in　Japan　that　the　estabhshment　and　spread　of　light　manufacturing

industries　in　developing　countries，which　are　competitive　against　Japan’s　own　light　industries，

might　hurt　our　exports　not　only　to　developing　countries　but　also　to　the　third　market．This

is　true　to　some　extent，The　industrialization　in　developing　countries，however，raises　income

levels　and　creates　bigger　demand　even　for　Japanese　light　manufactures　of　different　types．
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Viewed from the standpoint of rapidly changing comparative advantages between Japan and 

developing countries, it might be better for our light manufacturing industry to move into 

developing countries where abundant labour and low wages relative to efficiency can be utilized, 

This is an alternative to Japanese exports of light manufactures having to jump into heavily 

protected market. Assistance to light manufacturing industry in developing countries increases 

certainly our exports of capital goods and parts. 

These facts suggest to us the importance of identifying Japan's proper and efficient ro]e 

in foreign aid. 

Secondly, Japan's reparations payments have been so far successful and beneficial not only 

for the receiving Asian countries but also for the Japanese economy. The success and ease 

of transfer of reparations stem from the fact that it is a reparation transfer from an advanced 

industrial country to underdeveloped non-industrial countries who have huge and urgent 

demends for any kinds of manufacture.3 Japan feit the strain of reparations because of lack 

of sufiicient productive capacity. The principle to which the Japanese Government has 

adhered of paying reparations with capital equipment and machinery worked beneficially. 

Almost all of our reparations payments were put in directly productive activities in Southeast 

Asian Countries. This prevented their being wasted on extravagant consumption in the re-

ceiving countries. It also stimulated a great deal of expansion in Japan's heavy manufactur-

ing industries which were still competitively weak in the world market, for the reparations 

payments in capital equipment and machinery meant that a certain market for Japanese firtns 

was safeiy provided by the reparations receiving countries who obtained Japanese goods 

gratis, even though they were a little more expensive than in the world market. In this 

sense, reparations were beneficial for Japan since they gave a great stimulus for her heavy 

industries which could expand production scale and reduce costs effectively. 

Japanese experience of reparations payments with capital goods suggests that it might be 

beneficial both for developing and advanced countries if the latter countries as a whole extend 

outright grants of large international scale in the form of capital equipment and machinery 

in order to develop directly productive activities in developing countries. This proposal will 

be examined later more concretely. 

Some inefflciency stemmed from a too rigid insistance that reparations be made in capital 

goods. Because of this, they were sometimes condemned as "monument-building" reparations. 

To define what are capital goods is difficult and we have to be flexible in our definition. 

Chemical fertilizers, which are most needed for raising agricultural productivity in Asia, should 

be thought of as capital goods for agricultural production. We had better widen the concept 

of capital goods according to the situation and timing of each receiving country. The Japa-

nese Government has kept the~ Principle until recently too strictly and too narrowly. This 

should be improved. 
Thirdly, those overseas investments and reparations payments discussed above are con-

nected closely with Japan's interests in increasing exports, but her investments to developing 

countries have also been undertaken with the object of increasing imports of primary products, 

which are vita]ly important for her economy, at a cheaper price and from a stable source. 

In other words, Japan invested in those primary industries, mainly oil and metal extracting 

project, the products of which are most needed for the Japanese economy. This is called 

8 On this point, German reparations payments after the World War I were different and fell into transfer 
difiicu]ties since requesting countries wanted to receive reparations in money but not in commodities. 
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“development　assistance　for　import”，and　is　not　only　bene6cial　for　developing　comtries　but

also　for　Japan　since　as　we　increase　primary　imports　from　developing　countries，we　can　in

retum　expand　our　exports　to　them，particularly　since　Japan　usually　has　export　surpluses　with

developing　countries．It　is　also　useful　to　stabilize　our　import　prices　through　long－term　purchase

contract．

　　　　Japan’s“development　investment　for　lmport”has　been　so　far　connned　to　extraction　of

fuels，iron　ore，copper　and　coal，and，therefore，its　bene6ts　were　hmited　to　those　countries

where　abundant　natural　resources　are　available．If　we　can　extend　it　to　agricultural　products，

bene6ts　will　spread　wider　in　developing　areas．Thailand’s　export　of　maize　to　Japan　is　a　good

example．Thailand　is　one　of　the　major　rice・exporting　countries　in　a　Asia　which　suffered　from

a　sharp　decline　in　her　rice　exports　due　to　Japan’s　increased　domestic　rlce　production。In

Japan，however，need　for　animal　fodders　has　been　rapidly　increasing。As　a　result　of　some

cooperatlve　efforts　among　the　trading　circles　of　Japan　and　Thailand，the　latter’s　export　of

maize　to　Japan　increased　from　a　meagre　amount　of＄2million　in1957to＄26million　in1961

and　became　a　signi6cant　factor　in　the　diversi6cation　of　Thiland’s　export　stmcture。

　　　　This　kind　of　Japanese　experience　suggests　that　if　advanced　countries　could6nd　some

primary　products　which　are　worth　importing，and　assist　development　of　production　in　develop・

lng　countries，it　wm　be　a　great　help　for　their　economic　development　and　diversincation。

　　　　There　are　some　di伍culties　in　Japanese　promotion　of　this　kind　of　development．Firstly，

developing　countries　who　receive　assistance　must　themselves　strive　ingeniously　for　improving

productivity．In　the　case　of　maize　cultlvation，Japan　tried　to　assist　not　only　Thailand　but

also　Burma　and　some　other　Asian　countries，but　only　one　country　has　been　so　far　successfuL

　　　　Secondly，advanced　countries　such　as　U．S．A．，Canada，Australia，New　Zealand，etc。，and

developing　countries　particularly　in　Southeast　Asia　are　competitive　in　their　exports　to　Japan

in　many　primary　products．The　advanced　countries’products　have　stronger　competitive　power，

and　are　superior　in　quahty，delivery，etc．This　tends　to　make　Japan’s　trade　liberalization

result　ln　an　increase　in　imports　of　primary　products　from　advanced　countries　and　a　decrease

in　imports　from　Southeast　Asia．Thus，Japan’s　trade　liberalization　is　apt　to“back6re7’in

Southeast　Asia．We　should　strive，however，to　increase　mineral　materials　as　well　as　agricu1－

tural　products　from　developing　countrles　faster　than　from　advanced　countries　in　order　to　assist

developing　countries　and　to　narrow　the　gap　of　our　export　surplus　with　them．Improvement

of　productivity　and　cost　reductions　in　developing　countries　are　urgently　needed．Some　invest－

ments　and　technical　assistance　should　be　provided　from　us　in　increasing　amounts．At　the

same　time，Japan　should　import　primary　products　from　developing　countries　even　though

they　are　more　expensive　than　those　from　advanced　countries　until　developing　countries’pro－

ductivity　can　be　improved　through　our　assistance．This　will　involve　bounties　provided　at　our

expense。This　cost　might　be　compensated　if　the　developing　comtries　in　question　would

provide　in　retum　some　preferential　import　treatment　for　Japan’s　capital　equipment　and

machinery．Reciprocal　preferential　treatment　might　be　practlcable　and　bene6ciaL

　　　　Thirdly，since　Japan’s　capacity　to　invest　abroad　and　to　import　primary　goods　is　hmited，

an　intemationahzation　of“development　investment　for　import”is　more　desirable．Production

geared　to　export　to　one　market（e．g．Japan）might　be　meconomical　in　such・It　could　also

be　precarious　and　result　in　wider　priceβuctuations　than　more　widely　based　markets．There－

fore，it　is　more　bene6cial　for　developing　countries　that　a　number　of　advanced　countries　should

cooperate　in　carrying　out　this　policy　on　a　larger　scale　than　Japan　can　alone．
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Lastly, Japan should put more emphasis on technical assistance which so far has been 

very successful but limited in scale. Technical assistance is not only quite effective in raising 

productivity in agriculture and small-scale light industries to which Southeast Asian countries 

should give first priority for the economic development, but also it is a kind of foreign aid 

which Japan can provide more easily than financial aid. 

In the initial stages of assistance to Southeast Asian countries, the major stress should be 

placed on agriculture. This should take the form of fertilizer (provided with outright grant 

from Japan and other advanced countries or produced within the country by plants constructed 

with the use of some type of aid), improved seeds, more advanced techniques of cultivation, 

and irrigations. Japan is the only country who has improved the productivity of rice culture 

tremendously within a short history.4 The experience of Japan can be a major influence in 

the field of primary production by providing large numbers of agricultural specialists. Because 

of Japan's success in developing her agricultural sector, she should utilize this valuable 

experience. 

Parallel to this idea is Japan's capacity to train people in fishery and small industries. 

These can more easily be established in Asia using Japanese technology rather than Western 

technology which stresses capital using-labour saving devices. This type of undertaking is 

extremely beneficial because Japan in the last 50 years has progressed through the stage of 

development that now confronts developing countries. 

These critical reconsiderations of Japan's foreign aid performances reduce to two problems : 

one concerns Japan's proper role in foreign aid provision in the world scene and the other is 

the need for internationalization of aid through closer and systematic cooperation among 

advanced countries. 

There is no need to repeat in detail the suggestions already made about Japan's proper 

and most efficient role in foreign aid in the world scene. To summarize, technical assistance 

to agriculture, fisheries and small-scale light industries should be given first priority and more 

emphasis. "Development investment for import" may be very beneficial both for developing 

countries and Japan. Increasing amounts of investment and loans are needed to establish 
manufacturlng industries in developing countries, but Japan would better confine herself to 

small scale light industries and directly productive activities and refrain from risky large-scale 

heavy industry and infrastructure activities in developing countries. 

These considerations are closely based upon Japan's economic interests. Aid for develol} 

ing countries must not be provided from the standpoint of the donor countries' economic 

interests alone. We do believe, however, that unless aid meets the economic interests of 

donor countries, it will not continue to increase, particularly from a country like Japan which 

is still not vvealthy. We should search for types of foreign aid that are beneficial both to 

receiving as well as donor countries. ' 
The above priority for Japan's foreign aid policy might not be satisfactory for develol> 

ing countries. They might not be content to receive mainly technical assistance. They might 

prefer the establishment of large heavy manufacturing and chemical industry as a top 
priority, although even though this is often mainly a question of national prestige. Thus, we 

may have to teach developing countries the correct and most efficient steps towards economic 

4 See Shigeru Ishikawa, "Conditions for Agricultural Development in Developing Asian Countries-An 

Appraisal of the Usefu]ness of Japan's Experiences", Committee for Trans]ation of Japanese Economic 
Studies, No, 42, 1964. 
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development. At the same time, there are many things assistance to which is beyond Japan's 

capacity that should be done by a larger scale of international aid and by regional cooperation 

among developing countries. 
Japan's capacity to provide financial aid is certainly limited, since she needs huge amounts 

of capital herself in order to grow rapidly and to catch up with Western countries. Also it 

is widely feared that foreign aid creates difficulties for the already precarious balance-of-

payments position in Japan. This is superficially true. However, as experience of reparations 

shows, if foreign aid is provided properly and c]everly, it increases our exports and will 

not bring any additional balance-of-payments difficulties. Moreover, foreign aid will stimulate 

a rapid expansion of comparative advantage, structural adjustment of industry and trade, and 

thus further growth of the economy and the expansion of trade with developing countries. 

We have to invent ingenious ways and means of foreign aid. Not only the total sum of 

foreign aid but also its content is most important. 

IV. IhternatlonahzatlOn of Aid to Developmg Countnes 

It is strongly recommended by the present writer that international economic aid should 

be increasingly provided to developing countries from developed economies with machinery, 

equipment, fertilizer and other capital goods for directly productive purposes in the coming 

decade.5 
It is quite obvious that developing countries are seriously and urgently in need of more 

capital goods than they are able to obtain because of the balance-of-payments diBiculties due 

to the slow growth of primary exports. International aid, in the past, however, has been 

confined either to aid given from humanitarian motives (aid by means of food, medicine, 

second-hand clothing, etc.) or to aid for building infrastructure and social overhead capital. 

Aid for directly productive activities has been very limited. 

Almost all developing countries, although this varies from one country to another, have 

already passed by the period of serious food shortages experienced immediately after the war, 

and should now be able to overcome their food problems by their own efforts. 

Take for example Southeast Asia-the increase in populations and in consumption per 
capita will double the demand for rice during the next twenty years. The manner in which 

it might be procured, however, is a serious problem. Imports of staple foods to Asian countries 

become increasingly burdensome and materialize in serious pressure on their balance-of-payments 

difaculties (especially in India. Pakistan. Indonesia, Mainland China and to some extent South 

Korea). It is an unusual dilemma of Asia that agricultural countries have to import large 

amounts of staple foods. If Asian countries come to depend upon foreign aid for food sup-

plies, aid will have to be continued in ever-increasing amounts as population grows. 

Asian countries have to develop their own productive power in foodstuffs. If they can 

save on imports of foodstuffs, they can increase the imports of machines, equipment and other 

capital goods for industrialization. If the productivity of rice-farming is raised, the productivity 

of other primary exports will also be improved, and thus per capita earnings will rise. If the 

productivity of rice is increased, some surplus labour and capital is subsequently created, and 

5 More detail of my proposal is in Kiyoshi Kojima, "A Proposal for International Aid", 7'he Develop-

ing Ec0'10'nies, (The Institute of Asian Economic Affairs, Tokyo), December 1964. 
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these can be supplied to industrial sectors. The increase in the per capita income of the vast 

agricultural population, even if it is a low rate per capita, creates large demands for manufac-

tured goods, this being one of the most important elements for successful industrialization. 

Sufficient food will also enhance the people's will to work and to improve their way of living. 

In Southeast Asia, the increasing demand for rice should be met by the improvement of 

agricultural productivity through fertilization and irrigation. The yield of rice per hectare in 

Japan is equal to four tons or more, while in Korea and Formosa it is approximately three 

tons, and in other areas the yield is as low as one ton. The ranking of productivity is 
obviously correlated to the quantity of fertilizer used, and the low productivity is mainly due 

to non-fertilizer. Doubling the yield in twenty years is feasible if chemical fertilizer is used.6 

Provision of chemica] fertilizers and/or establishment of fertilizer industries should be aided 

by international grants. This reduces the costs of aid to less than one-tenth when compared 

with the costs of aid in food. 

Comparatively speaking, the food problem in other developing countries may not be so 

serious as in Southeast Asia, but the above reasoning would still apply. 

In this connection, the food aid under United States Public Law 480 (the Food for Peace 

Programme) should be reconsidered. Food aids may play an important role in famine relief 

and as a buffer stock against changes in supply, but not beyond that, and cannot be a 
fundamental solution for the economic development of developing couhtries.7 Food aids have 

been discouraging urgent efforts to improve food production in developing countries themselves. 

Foods can be produced more efficiently from the viewpoint of comparative costs than manu-

factures in developing countries. Sufficient food can also be provided without aid or without 

importing from developed countries if regional economic cooperation or integration among 

neighbouring developing countries are promoted. U.S, surplus disposals, on the other hand, 

have forestalled needed adjustment in donor countries in reallocating resources from agricul-

ture towards more profitable industries. 

Infrastructure in many developing countries has up to the present been fairly well develop-

ed in relatic]n to their very low stage of industrialization, although it is insufficient in terms 

of advanced Western Nations' standards. In many instances it is better developed than in 

Japan. Infrastructure and directly productive activity should develop in parallel fashion, or 

more probably in see-saw manner through time. The next decade is the time in which 
developing countries should concentrate on expanding directly productive activities and utiliz-

ing infrastructure already available for industrialization. In later years the situation may change 

and infrastructure will be in short supply again in relation to the expanded directly productive 

activities, but the shortage may be overcome then by the developing countries' own efforts if 

industrialization in the next decade is successful. 

As explained previously, what is most needed in developing countries at the moment, and 

in the coming ten years, is the import of capital goods for rapid industrialization and improve-

ment in agricultural productivity. The capacity to import capital goods is seriously limited 

6 This pcunt rs clearly illustrated In "Prellmmary Report of the Survey of the Fertilizer Economy of 

the Asia and Far East Region", Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 1960. 

? This is pointed out clearly by J. C.. Crawford, "Using Surpluses for Economic Deve]opment", XI In-
ternational Conference of Agricultural Economists, August 21-30, 1961. Ditto, "World Agriculture : Some 
Coming Issues in Trade and Development Policies". U.S. Department of Agriculture World Forum, 
Washington. May 15-17, 1962. The fo]lowing should also be referred to : FAO. Develop7nent Through 
Fr'od. Rome, 196-9, and OECD, Food Aicl, its Ro!e in Econo'nic Develop,nent, 1963. 
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and　Huctuates　owing　to　balance・of・payment　di伍culties　and　becomes　a　primary　bottleneck　for

the1r　economic　development，The　provision　of　what　is　most　needed　in　developing　countrles

should　be　of　the　utmost　signi且cance　in　connection　with　intemational　aid　and　should　be　the

most　e伍cient　and　bene五cial　way　of　utilizing　intemational　aid．

　　　　Therefore，in　the　coming　decade，intemational　economic　aid　in　the　form　of　outright　grants

should　be　increasingly　provided　to　developing　countries　from　developed　economies　with

machinery，equipment，fertilizers　and　other　capit＆l　goods　for　directly　productive　purposes．

Since　it　is　undeniable　that　both　humanitarian　and　infrastτuctural　aid　make　an　important　con・

tribution　to　economic　development，it　is　the　more　desirable　if　directly　productive　aid　could　be

increasingly　provided　as　a　net　addition　to　previous　aid．If　this　is　di伍cult，however，the　em－

phasis　in　intemational　economic　aid　should　be　transferred　from　humanitarian　and　infrastruc－

tural　aid　towards　directly　productive　purposes．

　　　　Let　us　suppose　directly　productive　outright　grants　are　I）rovided　to　the　annu＆l　amount　of

＄2，500mil11on，for　the　coming　ten　years．（This　can　be　gradually　provided　beginning　from，

say，＄1，000million）．Suppose　private　capital　investment　from　advanced　countries　reaches

＄5，000milhon（this　was蔀3，200mihion　in1961）．The　tota1丘nancial　resources　from　advanced

countries　would　thus　be＄7，500milllon，8which　directly　cfeates　new　demand　for　heavy　and

chemical　industries　in　advanced　countries，Suppose　the　capitaLoutput　ratio　in　those　heavy

and　chemical　industries　is　l　and　an　additional　demand　is　created　through“acceleration　effect”

by　the　amount　of＄7，500million．9Thus，the　total　demand　for　heavy　and　chemical　goods　will

amount　to＄15，000milhon．

　　　　Suppose　further　multiplier　coe伍cient　in　advanced　countrieslo　is4・The＄15，000million

creates　nationahncome　in　the　amount　of＄60，000million，which　is　approximately9per　cent

of　the　present　national　income　in　advanced　countries　as　a　whole．This　increase　in　national

income　creates　further　additional　demand　for　heavy　and　chemical　goods，say　one・sixth　of　the

incremental　national　income　or＄10，000million．The　total　of　demand　for　those　goods　will　be

＄25，000million，which　means　approximately10per　cent　of　the　present　production　of　heavy

and　chemical　industries　in　advanced　countries．

　　　　The　increase　in　national　income　induces　the　expansion　of　imports　of　light　manufactures

of　labour－intensive　type　and　certain　kinds　of　agricultural　products　in　advanced　countτies　even

if　the　production　of　those　sectors　remains　unchanged．If　labour　and　capital　move　from　those

sectors　of　comparative　disadvantage　to　heavy　and　chemical　industries，then　the　scope　for

importing　those　commodities　is　enlarged，It　is　unreasonable　to　suppose　that　the　exports　of

manufactures　in　which　developing　countries　have　actual　and／or　potential　compamtive　advantages

will　increase　at　more　than9per　cent　per　year，or　more　than　the　national　income　grows．

　　　　Exports　of　manufactures　including　metals　from　developing　countries　amounted　to＄4，000

million　in1961，0f　which＄2，700millionll　was　directed　to　developed　and　centrally　planned

economies．New　intemational　grant　and　private　capitahs　to　be　provided　to　the　amount　of

＄7，500million．Investment　of　local　capital　too　is　certainly　stimulated，say　to　the　amount　of

＄5，000milhon．Thus　the　new6nancial　resources　amount　to＄12，500million　which　are　available

　　8This　makes　it　possible　for　developing　countries　to　approximately　double　the　impQrts　of　machinery
and　transport　equipment　which　amounted　to＄8，560milhon　in1961，
　　91f　there　exists　excess　capacity，the　acceleration　effect　may　be　sma旧n　the　beginning　and　will　increase

with　time、
　　101n　the　case　of　the　disposal　of　surplus　agricukural　products，the　mukiplier　income　e鉦ect　may　not　be

anticipated，or　may　be　very　limited，
　　111f　base　metals　are　excluded，this　amounts　to＄1，500million
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for　establishing　and　expanding　export・oriented　manufacturing　industries　in　developing　countries．

　　　　Suppose　the　capita1・output　mtio　is1，as　these玉ndustries　are　mainly　of　the　labour・intensive

type，but　the　capital・output　ratio　is　genera11y　higher　in　developing　than　in　developed　countries．

Therefore，the部12，500million　investment　produces　manufactures　at　the　same　amount，a　tenth12

0f　which　is　supposed　to　be　exported．This　creates　new　manufacturing　exports　at＄1，250

million　annua11y　or　should　reach＄12，500million　ln　ten　years　time。This　means　that　ln1970

ma皿factured　exports　amomting　to＄4，000million　will　increase　to＄16，250million180r　four

times，which　requires　an　annual　compound　increase　rate　at16per　cent．

　　　　If　the　proportion　of　manufactured　exports　between　advanced　and　developing　countr1es

remains　unchanged，this　requires　that　advanced　countries　should　increase　manufactured　imports

from　developing　countries　at　an　annual　mte　of16per　cent，reaching＄10，800million，14which

accounts　for20per　cent　in　total　manufactured　imports　of　advanced　countries　in1961（i．e．，

＄51，100million）but　approximately10per　cent　in1970，for　the　latter　will　also　increase　during

the　next　decade。Such　a　volume　of　manufactured　imports　from　developing　comtries　will　be

feasible　for　advanced　countries，without　serious　di伍culties．

　　　　Theseξ匙re　merely　examples　and　it　may　not　be　necessary　for　them　to　be　carried　out　exactly．

However，it　is　still　very　clear　that　the　proposal　would　have　bene6cial　e鉦ects　on　economic

expansion　and　improvement　in　e伍ciency，both　for　developing　and　advanced　countries．

　　　　To　sum　up，the　nucleus　of　the　present　proposal　for　improving　ways　and　means　of　inter－

national　aid　is　that　economic　e伍ciency　of　world　resources　will　be　immensely　improved　by　the

stlmulus　which　is　initially　provided　with　a　reshuming　of　intemational　aid．On　the　one　hand，

an　increase　in　directly　productive　grants　induces，owing　to　its　direct　and　indirect　e鉦ects，the

expansion　of　heavy　and　chemical　industries　and　the　structural　adjustment　of　resource　allocation

from　comparatively　disadvantageous　to　advantageous　industries　in　advanced　countries，and　on

the　other　h段nd，it　also　makes　developing　countries　able　to　establish　export・oriented　manufac－

turing　industries，mainly　of　a　labour－intensive　type，and　to　expand　successfully　exports　of

manufactures，markets　for　which　are　developed　in　advanced　countries　by　their　structural　ad・

justment．Thus，a　more　optimum　lntemational　division　of　labour　in　world　economy　will　be

attained　and　intemational　trade　as　well　as　economic　growth　of　nations　will　be　harmoniously

promoted．

　　　　The　nucleus　for　improving　the　enonomic　e伍ciency　of　world　resources　are　gains　from

intemational　trade，on　the　one　hand，ba§ed　on　more　optimum　intemational　specialization　which

is　created　by　mutual　stmctural　adjustment　of　resource　allocation　both　in　advanced　and　develop－

ing　countries，and　on　the　other　hand，multiplier　income　effects　in　each　nation　which　increases

employment，income　and　intemational　trade　with　each　other．

　　　　To　realize　such　a　large　scale　intemationalization　of　aid　to　developing　countries　will　take

some　time，In　that　case，it　might　be　better　to　begin　this　sort　of　intemationalization　on　a

smaller　scale　within　the　Paci6c　basin　countries．

　　12This　ratio　of　export　for　production　will　increase　yearly　according　to　the　progress　of　satisfaction　in

domestic　demand．
　　13The　balance－of－payments　of　deve1Qping　countries　in1970may　also　be　projected．According　to　esti－
mates　made　by　UN（四〇冠4洗oηo〃3f6S御πノ8ッ，part1，1962，p，8），the　magnitude　Qf　the　hypothetical
balance　to　be　covered　by　policy　measures　would　amount　to＄11，000million　in1970，which　is　required
to　support　the　target　of5per　cent　amuahncrease　in　gross　domestic　product　of　the　developing　countries
at　the　end　of　the　United　Nations　Development　Decade，These　de丘cits　will　be　met　if　manufactured　exports
of　developing　countrles　are　successfully　expanded　according　to　our　estimates．

　14Since　this　includes　basic　metals，imports　which　are　competitive　with　advanced　countries　production
may　be　less　than70per　cent　of　the＄10，800million．




